
THE AUDIO FORMAT WARS

A format war describes competition between mutually incompatible proprietary formats that . Portable audio formats:
8-track and four-track cartridges vs.

Value was also found by consumers in the length of videotapes. Yet not every innovation was a success. Like
the failed DIVX before it, Flexplay discs would turn black and become unreadable after 48 hours, though at
least Flexplay had the sense to work in standard players rather than requiring its own machine and to be
hooked up to a phone line to communicate with a main DIVX server. A syndicate of electronics companies
soon formed in support of the new technology, but Toshiba, along with Microsoft and a few other major
manufacturers, were wary of the cost. The uniformity of the EIAJ-1 format, was the result of a developmental
format war between Sony and Panasonic, each of whom were aiming at this marketplace. For a while, you
could find both formats in stores, retailers began giving more shelf space to the slightly more dominant brand,
which then dominated even more. Some blame the simultaneous appearance of Peer-to-peer networks like
Napster, or the rise of digital music sales a few years later. Consumer outcry against software incompatibility
has prompted portable music player manufacturers such as Apple and Creative to support multiple formats.
Not only did these different machines compete to see who could be the biggest seller, but they were also all
gunning to establish a trusted format. MDS vs. This allowed consumers to play the movie on new players or
old. Disk records were much cheaper and easier to make, since they could simply be stamped out on a press.
In the end it came down to cost. One by one, film studios moved to Blu-ray. Turns out, they barely made it a
decade. Content has become separated from physical media and gone online. VHS vs. The machines were
quite similar in function and Betamax had quite a fanbase, owing to better image quality and
better-constructed machines. In Thomas Edison quit the record industry, ceasing all production of both discs
and cylinders. Like renting movies but hate returning them? Other Articles you Might Like. Laserdisc did find
staying power in some areas, though. Blu-ray allowed for much larger games than the Xbox could offer with
DVD media. But discs ruled recorded sound more than any other format in the 20th century due to the low
price of media. Did your friend talked over your favorite lyric? The Iomega Zip format ultimately prevailed,
with capacities of and megabytes, plus the rather less popular MB system; but these media and their drives
were quickly supplanted by the much slower but far cheaper recordable compact disc CD-R early models use a
caddy to ensure proper alignment and help protect the disc. The production process was the main decider.
Direct Current The most bitter format war in history was also one of the first.


